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Dual, 12-Bit, 40MSPS, +3.3V
Analog-to-Digital Converter

• Single +3.3V Supply The ADS5231 is a dual, high-speed, high dynamic
range, 12-bit pipelined analog-to-digital converter• High SNR: 70.7dBFS at fIN = 5MHz
(ADC). This converter includes a high-bandwidth• Total Power Dissipation:
sample-and-hold amplifier that gives excellentInternal Reference: 321mW
spurious performance up to and beyond the Nyquist

External Reference: 285mW rate. The differential nature of the sample-and-hold
• Internal or External Reference amplifier and ADC circuitry minimizes even-order

harmonics and gives excellent common-mode noise• Low DNL: ±0.3LSB
immunity.• Flexible Input Range: 1.5VPP to 2VPP
The ADS5231 provides for setting the full-scale• TQFP-64 Package
range of the converter without any external reference
circuitry. The internal reference can be disabled,
allowing low-drive, external references to be used for

• Communications IF Processing improved tracking in multichannel systems.
• Communications Base Stations

The ADS5231 provides an over-range indicator flag• Test Equipment to indicate an input signal that exceeds the full-scale
• Medical Imaging input range of the converter. This flag can be used to
• Video Digitizing reduce the gain of front-end gain control circuitry.

There is also an output enable pin to allow for• CCD Digitizing
multiplexing and testing on a printed circuit board
(PCB).

The ADS5231 employs digital error correction
techniques to provide excellent differential linearity
for demanding imaging applications. The ADS5231 is
available in a TQFP-64 package.

Please be aware that an important notice concerning availability, standard warranty, and use in critical applications of Texas
Instruments semiconductor products and disclaimers thereto appears at the end of this data sheet.

All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

PRODUCTION DATA information is current as of publication date. Copyright © 2004–2007, Texas Instruments Incorporated
Products conform to specifications per the terms of the Texas
Instruments standard warranty. Production processing does not
necessarily include testing of all parameters.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (1)

ADS5231

SBAS295A–JULY 2004–REVISED JANUARY 2007

This integrated circuit can be damaged by ESD. Texas Instruments recommends that all integrated circuits be handled with
appropriate precautions. Failure to observe proper handling and installation procedures can cause damage.

ESD damage can range from subtle performance degradation to complete device failure. Precision integrated circuits may be
more susceptible to damage because very small parametric changes could cause the device not to meet its published
specifications.

ORDERING INFORMATION (1)

SPECIFIED
PACKAGE TEMPERATURE PACKAGE ORDERING TRANSPORT

PRODUCT PACKAGE-LEAD DESIGNATOR RANGE MARKING NUMBER MEDIA, QUANTITY

ADS5231IPAG Tray, 160
ADS5231 TQFP-64 PAG –40°C to +85°C ADS5231IPAG

ADS5231IPAGT Tape and Reel, 250

(1) For the most current package and ordering information see the Package Option Addendum at the end of this document, or see the TI
web site at www.ti.com.

Supply Voltage Range, AVDD –0.3V to +3.8V

Supply Voltage Range, VDRV –0.3V to +3.8V

Voltage Between AVDD and VDRV –0.3V to +0.3V

Voltage Applied to External REF Pins –0.3V to +2.4V

Analog Input Pins (2) –0.3V to min. [3.3V, (AVDD + 0.3V)]

Case Temperature +100°C

Operating Free-Air Temperature Range, TA –40°C to +85°C

Lead Temperature +260°C

Junction Temperature +105°C

Storage Temperature –65°C to +150°C

(1) Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. Exposure to absolute
maximum conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

(2) The dc voltage applied on the input pins should not go below –0.3V. Also, the dc voltage should be limited to the lower of either 3.3V or
(AVDD + 0.3V). If the input can go higher than +3.3V, then a resistor greater than or equal to 25Ω should be added in series with each
of the input pins. Also, the duty cycle of the overshoot beyond +3.3V should be limited. The overshoot duty cycle can be defined either
as a percentage of the time of overshoot over a clock period, or over the entire device lifetime. For a peak voltage between +3.3V and
+3.5V, a duty cycle up to 10% is acceptable. For a peak voltage between +3.5V and +3.7V, the overshoot duty cycle should not exceed
1%. Any overshoot beyond +3.7V should be restricted to less than 0.1% duty cycle, and never exceed +3.9V.
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RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS

ADS5231

SBAS295A–JULY 2004–REVISED JANUARY 2007

ADS5231

MIN TYP MAX UNITS

SUPPLIES AND REFERENCES

Analog Supply Voltage, AVDD 3.0 3.3 3.6 V

Output Driver Supply Voltage, VDRV 3.0 3.3 3.6 V

REFT — External Reference Mode 1.875 2.0 2.05 V

REFB — External Reference Mode 0.95 1.0 1.125 V

REFCM = (REFT + REFB)/2 – External Reference Mode (1) VCM ± 50mV V

Reference = (REFT – REFB) – External Reference Mode 0.75 1.0 1.1 V

Analog Input Common-Mode Range (1) VCM ± 50mV V

CLOCK INPUT AND OUTPUTS

ADCLK Input Sample Rate

PLL Enabled (default) 20 40 MSPS

PLL Disabled 2 30 (2) MSPS

ADCLK Duty Cycle

PLL Enabled (default) 45 55 MSPS

Low-Level Voltage Clock Input 0.6 V

High-Level Voltage Clock Input 2.2 V

Operating Free-Air Temperature, TA –40 +85 °C

Thermal Characteristics:

θJA 42.8 °C/W

θJC 18.7 °C/W

(1) These voltages need to be set to 1.5V ± 50mV if they are derived independent of VCM.
(2) When the PLL is disabled, the clock duty cycle needs to be controlled well, especially at higher speeds. A 45%–55% duty cycle variation

is acceptable up to a frequency of 30MSPS. If the device needs to be operated in the PLL disabled mode beyond 30MSPS, then the
duty cycle needs to be maintained within 48%–52% duty cycle.
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

ADS5231

SBAS295A–JULY 2004–REVISED JANUARY 2007

TMIN = –40°C and TMAX = +85°C. Typical values are at TA = +25°C, clock frequency = 40MSPS, 50% clock duty cycle,
AVDD = 3.3V, VDRV = 3.3V, transformer-coupled inputs, –1dBFS, ISET = 56.2kΩ, and internal voltage reference, unless
otherwise noted.

ADS5231

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS

DC ACCURACY

No Missing Codes Tested

DNL Differential Nonlinearity fIN = 5MHz –0.9 ±0.3 +0.9 LSB

INL Integral Nonlinearity fIN = 5MHz –2.5 ±0.4 +2.5 LSB

Offset Error (1) –0.75 ±0.2 +0.75 % FS

Offset Temperature Coefficient (2) ±6 ppm/°C

Fixed Attenuation in Channel (3) 1 %FS

Fixed Attenuation Matching Across Channels 0.01 0.2 dB

Gain Error/Reference Error (4) –3.5 ±1.0 +3.5 % FS

Gain Error Temperature Coefficient ±40 ppm/°C

POWER REQUIREMENTS (5)

Internal Reference

Power Dissipation (5) Analog Only (AVDD) 235.5 271 mW

Output Driver (VDRV) 85.5 109 mW

Total Power Dissipation 321 380 mW

External Reference

Power Dissipation Analog Only (AVDD) 200 mW

Output Driver (VDRV) 85.5 mW

Total Power Dissipation 285.5 mW

Total Power-Down Clock Running 83 mW

REFERENCE VOLTAGES

VREFT Reference Top (internal) 1.9 2.0 2.1 V

VREFB Reference Bottom (internal) 0.9 1.0 1.1 V

VCM Common-Mode Voltage 1.4 1.5 1.6 V

VCM Output Current (6) ±50mV Change in Voltage ±2 mA

VREFT Reference Top (external) 1.875 V

VREFB Reference Bottom (external) 1.125 V

External Reference Common-Mode VCM ± 50mV V

External Reference Input Current (7) 1.0 mA

(1) Offset error is the deviation of the average code from mid-code with –1dBFS sinusoid from ideal mid-code (2048). Offset error is
expressed in terms of % of full-scale.

(2) If the offset at temperatures T1 and T2 are O1 and O2, respectively (where O1 and O2 are measured in LSBs), the offset temperature
coefficient in ppm/°C is calculated as (O1 – O2)/(T1 – T2) × 1E6/4096.

(3) Fixed attenuation in the channel arises because of a fixed attenuation in the sample-and-hold amplifier. When the differential voltage at
the analog input pins is changed from –VREF to +VREF, the swing of the output code is expected to deviate from the full-scale code
(4096LSB) by the extent of this fixed attenuation. NOTE: VREF is defined as (REFT – REFB).

(4) The reference voltages are trimmed at production so that (VREFT – VREFB) is within ± 35mV of the ideal value of 1V. This specification
does not include fixed attenuation.

(5) Supply current can be calculated from dividing the power dissipation by the supply voltage of 3.3V.
(6) The VCM output current specified is the drive of the VCM buffer if loaded externally.
(7) Average current drawn from the reference pins in the external reference mode.
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ADS5231
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (continued)
TMIN = –40°C and TMAX = +85°C. Typical values are at TA = +25°C, clock frequency = 40MSPS, 50% clock duty cycle,
AVDD = 3.3V, VDRV = 3.3V, transformer-coupled inputs, –1dBFS, ISET = 56.2kΩ, and internal voltage reference, unless
otherwise noted.

ADS5231

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS

ANALOG INPUT

Differential Input Capacitance 3 pF

Analog Input Common-Mode Range VCM ± 0.05 V

Differential Input Voltage Range Internal Reference 2.02 VPP

External Reference 2.02 × (VREFT – VREFB) VPP

Voltage Overload Recovery Time (8) 3 CLK Cycles

–3dBFS Input, 25Ω SeriesInput Bandwidth 300 MHzResistance

DIGITAL DATA INPUTS

Logic Family +3V CMOS Compatible

VIH High-Level Input Voltage VIN = 3.3V 2.2 V

VIL Low-Level Input Voltage VIN = 3.3V 0.6 V

CIN Input Capacitance 3 pF

DIGITAL OUTPUTS

Data Format Straight Offset Binary (9)

Logic Family CMOS

Logic Coding Straight Offset Binary or BTC

Low Output Voltage (IOL = 50µA) +0.4 V

High Output Voltage (IOH = 50µA) +2.4 V

3-State Enable Time 2 Clocks

3-State Disable Time 2 Clocks

Output Capacitance 3 pF

SERIAL INTERFACE

SCLK Serial Clock Input Frequency 20 MHz

CONVERSION CHARACTERISTICS

Sample Rate 20 40 MSPS

Data Latency 6 CLK Cycles

(8) A differential ON/OFF pulse is applied to the ADC input. The differential amplitude of the pulse in its ON (high) state is twice the
full-scale range of the ADC, while the differential amplitude of the pulse in its OFF (low) state is zero. The overload recovery time of the
ADC is measured as the time required by the ADC output code to settle within 1% of full-scale, as measured from its mid-code value
when the pulse is switched from ON (high) to OFF (low).

(9) Option for Binary Two’s Complement Output.
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AC CHARACTERISTICS
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TMIN = –40°C and TMAX = +85°C. Typical values are at TA = +25°C, clock frequency = maximum specified, 50% clock duty
cycle, AVDD = 3.3V, VDRV = 3.3V, –1dBFS, ISET = 56.2kΩ, and internal voltage reference, unless otherwise noted.

ADS5231

PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

fIN = 5MHz 75 86 dBc

SFDR Spurious-Free Dynamic Range fIN = 32.5MHz 85 dBc

fIN = 70MHz 83 dBc

fIN = 5MHz 82 92 dBc

HD2 2nd-Order Harmonic Distortion fIN = 32.5MHz 87 dBc

fIN = 70MHz 85 dBc

fIN = 5MHz 75 86 dBc

HD3 3rd-Order Harmonic Distortion fIN = 32.5MHz 85 dBc

fIN = 70MHz 83 dBc

fIN = 5MHz 68 70.7 dBFS

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio fIN = 32.5MHz 69.5 dBFS

fIN = 70MHz 67.5 dBFS

fIN = 5MHz 67.5 70.3 dBFS

SINAD Signal-to-Noise and Distortion fIN = 32.5MHz 69 dBFS

fIN = 70MHz 67 dBFS

5MHz Full-Scale Signal Applied to 1 Channel;Crosstalk –85 dBcMeasurement Taken on the Channel with No Input Signal

f1 = 4MHz at –7dBFSTwo-Tone, Third-OrderIMD3 90.9 dBFSIntermodulation Distortion f2 = 5MHz at –7dBFS

TIMING DIAGRAM
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TIMING CHARACTERISTICS (1)

ADS5231

SBAS295A–JULY 2004–REVISED JANUARY 2007

Typical values at TA = +25°C, AVDD = VDRV = 3.3V, sampling rate and PLL state are as indicated, input clock at 50% duty
cycle, and total capacitive loading = 10pF, unless otherwise noted.

PARAMETER MIN TYP MAX UNITS

40MSPS With PLL ON

tA Aperture Delay 2.1 ns

Aperture Jitter 1.0 ps

t1 Data Setup Time (2) 3.7 5.5 ns

t2 Data Hold Time (3) 11.5 13.5 ns

tD Data Latency 6 Clocks

tDR, tDF Data Rise/Fall Time (4) 0.5 2 3 ns

Data Valid (DV) Duty Cycle 30 40 55 %

tDV Input Clock Rising to DV Fall Edge 13.5 16 18.5 ns

30MSPS With PLL OFF

tA Aperture Delay 2.1 ns

Aperture Jitter 1.0 ps

t1 Data Setup Time 8 10 ns

t2 Data Hold Time 14 19 ns

tD Data Latency 6 Clocks

tDR, tDF Data Rise/Fall Time 0.5 2 3.5 ns

Data Valid (DV) Duty Cycle 30 45 55 %

tDV Input Clock Rising to DV Fall Edge 16 19 21 ns

20MSPS With PLL ON

tA Aperture Delay 2.1 ns

Aperture Jitter 1.0 ps

t1 Data Setup Time 10 12 ns

t2 Data Hold Time 20 25 ns

tD Data Latency 6 Clocks

tDR, tDF Data Rise/Fall Time 0.5 2 3.5 ns

Data Valid (DV) Duty Cycle 30 45 55 %

tDV Input Clock Rising to DV Fall Edge 20 25 30 ns

20MSPS With PLL OFF

tA Aperture Delay 2.1 ns

Aperture Jitter 1.0 ps

t1 Data Setup Time 10 12 ns

t2 Data Hold Time 20 25 ns

tD Data Latency 6 Clocks

tDR, tDF Data Rise/Fall Time 0.5 2 3.5 ns

Data Valid (DV) Duty Cycle 30 45 55 %

tDV Input Clock Rising to DV Fall Edge 20 25 30 ns

2MSPS With PLL OFF

tA Aperture Delay 2.1 ns

Aperture Jitter 1.0 ps

t1 Data Setup Time 150 200 ns

t2 Data Hold Time 200 250 ns

tD Data Latency 6 Clocks

tDR, tDF Data Rise/Fall Time 0.5 2 3.5 ns

Data Valid (DV) Duty Cycle 30 45 55 %

tDV Input Clock Rising to DV Fall Edge 200 225 250 ns

(1) Specifications assured by design and characterization; not production tested.
(2) Measured from data becoming valid (at a high level = 2.0V and a low level = 0.8V) to the 50% point of the falling edge of DV.
(3) Measured from the 50% point of the falling edge of DV to the data becoming invalid.
(4) Measured between 20% to 80% of logic levels.
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SERIAL INTERFACE TIMING

NOTE: Data is shifted in MSB first.

Start Sequence

t1 t7
t6

D7

(MSB)
D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0

t2

t3

t4
t5

CLK

SEN

SCLK

SDATA

Outputs change on

next rising clock edge

after SEN goes high.

Data latched on

each rising edge of SCLK.

ADS5231

SBAS295A–JULY 2004–REVISED JANUARY 2007

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION MIN TYP MAX UNIT

t1 Serial CLK Period 50 ns

t2 Serial CLK High Time 20 ns

t3 Serial CLK Low Time 20 ns

t4 Data Setup Time 5 ns

t5 Data Hold Time 5 ns

t6 SEN Fall to SCLK Rise 8 ns

t7 SCLK Rise to SEN Rise 8 ns
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ADS5231
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SERIAL REGISTER MAP: Shown for the Case Where Serial Interface is Used (1)

ADDRESS DATA DESCRIPTION

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0

0 0 0 0 X X X 0 Normal Mode

0 0 0 0 X X X 1 Power-Down Both Channels

0 0 0 0 X X 0 X Straight Offset Binary Output

0 0 0 0 X X 1 X Binary Two's Complement Output

0 0 0 0 X 0 X X Channel B Digital Outputs Enabled

0 0 0 0 X 1 X X Channel B Digital Outputs Tri-Stated

0 0 0 0 0 X X X Channel A Digital Outputs Enabled

0 0 0 0 1 X X X Channel A Digital Outputs Tri-Stated

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 Normal Mode

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 All Digital Outputs Set to '1'

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 All Digital Outputs Set to '0'

0 0 1 1 0 0 X 0 Normal Mode

0 0 1 1 1 X X 0 Channel A Powered Down

0 0 1 1 X 1 X 0 Channel B Powered Down

0 0 1 1 X X 0 0 PLL Enabled (default)

0 0 1 1 X X 1 0 PLL Disabled

(1) X = don't care.
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RECOMMENDED POWER-UP SEQUENCING

t1

t3

t5 t6

t4 t7

t8

t2

AVDD (3V to 3.6V)

VDRV (3V to 3.6V)

Device Ready
For ADC Operation

Device Ready
For ADC Operation

Device Ready
For Serial Register Write

Start of Clock

AVDD

VDRV

SEL

SEN

CLK

NOTE: 10 s < t < 50ms; 10m m1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8s < t < 50ms; 10ms < t < 10ms; t > 10ms; t > 100ns; t- > 100ns; t > 10ms; and t > 100 s.m

STPD

Device Fully

Powers Down
Device Fully

Powers Up

500ms1ms

NOTE: The shown power-up time is based on 1mF bypass capacitors on the reference pins.

See the Theory of Operation section for details.

ADS5231

SBAS295A–JULY 2004–REVISED JANUARY 2007

Shown for the case where the serial interface is used.

POWER-DOWN TIMING
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PIN CONFIGURATION
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS
NAME PIN # I/O DESCRIPTION

AGND 2, 47–49, 55, 58, 59, 61, 64 Analog Ground

AVDD 3, 46, 57 Analog Supply

CLK 24 I Clock Input

CM 52 Common-Mode Voltage Output

D0_A (LSB) 27 O Data Bit 12 (D0), Channel A

D1_A 28 O Data Bit 11 (D1), Channel A

D2_A 29 O Data Bit 10 (D2), Channel A

D3_A 30 O Data Bit 9 (D3), Channel A

D4_A 31 O Data Bit 8 (D4), Channel A

D5_A 32 O Data Bit 7 (D5), Channel A

D6_A 33 O Data Bit 6 (D6), Channel A

D7_A 34 O Data Bit 5 (D7), Channel A

D8_A 35 O Data Bit 4 (D8), Channel A

D9_A 36 O Data Bit 3 (D9), Channel A

D10_A 37 O Data Bit 2 (D10), Channel A

D11_A (MSB) 38 O Data Bit 1 (D11), Channel A

D0_B (LSB) 10 O Data Bit 12 (D0), Channel B
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ADS5231
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS (continued)
NAME PIN # I/O DESCRIPTION

D1_B 11 O Data Bit 11 (D1), Channel B

D2_B 12 O Data Bit 10 (D2), Channel B

D3_B 13 O Data Bit 9 (D3), Channel B

D4_B 14 O Data Bit 8 (D4), Channel B

D5_B 15 O Data Bit 7 (D5), Channel B

D6_B 16 O Data Bit 6 (D6), Channel B

D7_B 17 O Data Bit 5 (D7), Channel B

D8_B 18 O Data Bit 4 (D8), Channel B

D9_B 19 O Data Bit 3 (D9), Channel B

D10_B 20 O Data Bit 2 (D10), Channel B

D11_B (MSB) 21 O Data Bit 1 (D11), Channel B

DVA 26 O Data Valid, Channel A

DVB 22 O Data Valid, Channel B

GND 4, 7, 23, 25, 44 Output Buffer Ground

INA 50 I Analog Input, Channel A

IN A 51 I Complementary Analog Input, Channel A

INB 63 I Analog Input, Channel B

IN B 62 I Complementary Analog Input, Channel B

Reference Select; 0 = External (Default), 1 = Internal; Force high to set for internal referenceINT/EXT 56 I operation.

ISET 60 O Bias Current Setting Resistor of 56.2kΩ to Ground

When SEL = 0, MSBI (Most Significant Bit Invert)
MSBI/SEN 41 I 1 = Binary Two's Complement, 0 = Straight Offset Binary (Default)

When SEL = 1, SEN (Serial Write Enable)

When SEL = 0, OEA (Output Enable Channel A)
OEA/SCLK 42 I 0 = Enabled (Default), 1 = Tri-State

When SEL = 1, SCLK (Serial Write Clock)

OE B 6 I Output Enable, Channel B (0 = Enabled [Default], 1 = Tri-State)

OVRA 39 O Over-Range Indicator, Channel A

OVRB 9 O Over-Range Indicator, Channel B

REFB 54 I/O Bottom Reference/Bypass (2Ω resistor in series with a 0.1µF capacitor to ground)

REFT 53 I/O Top Reference/Bypass (2Ω resistor in series with a 0.1µF capacitor to ground)

Serial interface select signal. Setting SEL = 0 configures pins 41, 42, and 45 as MSBI, OEA, and
STPD, respectively. With SEL = 0, the serial interface is disabled. Setting SEL = 1 enables the serial
interface and configures pins 41, 42, and 45 as SEN, SCLK, and SDATA, respectively. SerialSEL 1 I registers can be programmed using these three signals. When used in this mode of operation, it is
essential to provide a low-going pulse on SEL in order to reset the serial interface registers as soon
as the device is powered up. SEL therefore also has the functionality of a RESET signal.

When SEL = 0, STPD (Power-Down)
STPD/SDATA 45 I 0 = Normal Operation (Default), 1 = Enabled

When SEL = 1, SDATA (Serial Write Data)

VDRV 5, 8, 40, 43 Output Buffer Supply
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DEFINITION OF SPECIFICATIONS

Minimum Conversion Rate
Analog Bandwidth

Signal-to-Noise and Distortion (SINAD)

Aperture Delay

SINAD� 10Log10

PS

PN� PD
Aperture Uncertainty (Jitter)

Clock Duty Cycle

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

Differential Nonlinearity (DNL) SNR� 10Log10

PS

PN

Spurious-Free Dynamic Range
Effective Number of Bits (ENOB)

Two-Tone, Third-Order Intermodulation
ENOB� SINAD� 1.76

6.02

Integral Nonlinearity (INL)

Maximum Conversion Rate

ADS5231
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This is the minimum sampling rate where the ADC
still works.The analog input frequency at which the spectral

power of the fundamental frequency (as determined
by FFT analysis) is reduced by 3dB.

SINAD is the ratio of the power of the fundamental
(PS) to the power of all the other spectral
components including noise (PN) and distortion (PD),The delay in time between the rising edge of the
but not including dc.input sampling clock and the actual time at which the

sampling occurs.

SINAD is either given in units of dBc (dB to carrier)The sample-to-sample variation in aperture delay. when the absolute power of the fundamental is used
as the reference, or dBFS (dB to full-scale) when the
power of the fundamental is extrapolated to the
full-scale range of the converter.Pulse width high is the minimum amount of time that

the ADCLK pulse should be left in logic ‘1’ state to
achieve rated performance. Pulse width low is the
minimum time that the ADCLK pulse should be left in SNR is the ratio of the power of the fundamental (PS)a low state (logic ‘0’). At a given clock rate, these to the noise floor power (PN), excluding the power atspecifications define an acceptable clock duty cycle. dc and the first eight harmonics.

An ideal ADC exhibits code transitions that are
exactly 1 LSB apart. DNL is the deviation of any SNR is either given in units of dBc (dB to carrier)
single LSB transition at the digital output from an when the absolute power of the fundamental is used
ideal 1 LSB step at the analog input. If a device as the reference, or dBFS (dB to full-scale) when the
claims to have no missing codes, it means that all power of the fundamental is extrapolated to the
possible codes (for a 12-bit converter, 4096 codes) full-scale range of the converter.
are present over the full operating range.

The ratio of the power of the fundamental to the
The ENOB is a measure of converter performance highest other spectral component (either spur or
as compared to the theoretical limit based on harmonic). SFDR is typically given in units of dBc
quantization noise. (dB to carrier).

Distortion

Two-tone IMD3 is the ratio of power of the
fundamental (at frequencies f1 and f2) to the power ofINL is the deviation of the transfer function from a
the worst spectral component of third-orderreference line measured in fractions of 1 LSB using a
intermodulation distortion at either frequency 2f1 – f2best straight line or best fit determined by a least
or 2f2 – f1. IMD3 is either given in units of dBc (dB tosquare curve fit. INL is independent from effects of
carrier) when the absolute power of the fundamentaloffset, gain or quantization errors.
is used as the reference, or dBFS (dB to full-scale)
when the power of the fundamental is extrapolated to
the full-scale range of the converter.

The encode rate at which parametric testing is
performed. This is the maximum sampling rate where
certified operation is given.
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TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
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TMIN = –40°C and TMAX = +85°C. Typical values are at TA = +25°C, clock frequency = 40MSPS, 50% clock duty cycle,
AVDD = 3.3V, VDRV = 3.3V, transformer-coupled inputs, –1dBFS, ISET = 56.2kΩ, and internal voltage reference, unless

otherwise noted.

SPECTRAL PERFORMANCE SPECTRAL PERFORMANCE

Figure 1. Figure 2.

SPECTRAL PERFORMANCE SPECTRAL PERFORMANCE

Figure 3. Figure 4.

INTERMODULATION DISTORTION DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY

Figure 5. Figure 6.
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TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS (continued)
TMIN = –40°C and TMAX = +85°C. Typical values are at TA = +25°C, clock frequency = 40MSPS, 50% clock duty cycle,
AVDD = 3.3V, VDRV = 3.3V, transformer-coupled inputs, –1dBFS, ISET = 56.2kΩ, and internal voltage reference, unless
otherwise noted.

INTEGRAL NONLINEARITY IAVDD, IVDRV vs CLOCK FREQUENCY

Figure 7. Figure 8.

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE vs CLOCK FREQUENCY DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE vs INPUT FREQUENCY

Figure 9. Figure 10.

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE vs CLOCK DUTY CYCLE
DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE vs INPUT FREQUENCY WITH PLL ENABLED (default)

Figure 11. Figure 12.
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TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS (continued)
TMIN = –40°C and TMAX = +85°C. Typical values are at TA = +25°C, clock frequency = 40MSPS, 50% clock duty cycle,
AVDD = 3.3V, VDRV = 3.3V, transformer-coupled inputs, –1dBFS, ISET = 56.2kΩ, and internal voltage reference, unless
otherwise noted.

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE vs TEMPERATURE POWER DISSIPATION vs TEMPERATURE

Figure 13. Figure 14.

OUTPUT NOISE SWEPT INPUT POWER

Figure 15. Figure 16.

SWEPT INPUT POWER

Figure 17.
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APPLICATION INFORMATION

THEORY OF OPERATION INPUT CONFIGURATION

INPUT DRIVER CONFIGURATIONS

Transformer-Coupled Interface
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The ADS5231 is a dual-channel, simultaneous The analog input for the ADS5231 consists of a
sampling analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Its low differential sample-and-hold architecture
power and high sampling rate of 40MSPS is implemented using a switched capacitor technique;
achieved using a state-of-the-art switched capacitor see Figure 18. The sampling circuit consists of a
pipeline architecture built on an advanced low-pass RC filter at the input to filter out noise
low-voltage CMOS process. The ADS5231 operates components that potentially could be differentially
from a +3.3V supply voltage for both its analog and coupled on the input pins. The inputs are sampled on
digital supply connections. The ADC core of each two 4pF capacitors. The RLC model is illustrated in
channel consists of a combination of multi-bit and Figure 18.
single-bit internal pipeline stages. Each stage feeds
its data into the digital error correction logic, ensuring
excellent differential linearity and no missing codes
at the 12-bit level. The conversion process is initiated
by the rising edge of the external clock. Once the

If the application requires a signal conversion from asignal is captured by the input sample-and-hold
single-ended source to drive the ADS5231amplifier, the input sample is sequentially converted
differentially, an RF transformer could be a goodwithin the pipeline stages. This process results in a
solution. The selected transformer must have adata latency of six clock cycles, after which the
center tap in order to apply the common-mode dcoutput data is available as a 12-bit parallel word,
voltage (VCMV) necessary to bias the convertercoded in either straight offset binary (SOB) or binary
inputs. AC grounding the center tap will generate thetwo's complement (BTC) format. Since a common
differential signal swing across the secondaryclock controls the timing of both channels, the analog
winding. Consider a step-up transformer to takesignal is sampled simultaneously. The data on the
advantage of signal amplification without theparallel ports is updated simultaneously as well.
introduction of another noise source. Furthermore,Further processing can be timed using the individual
the reduced signal swing from the source may leaddata valid output signal of each channel. The
to improved distortion performance. The differentialADS5231 features internal references that are
input configuration may provide a noticeabletrimmed to ensure a high level of accuracy and
advantage for achieving good SFDR performancematching. The internal references can be disabled to
over a wide range of input frequencies. In this mode,allow for external reference operation.
both inputs (IN and IN) of the ADS5231 see matched
impedances.

Figure 19 illustrates the schematic for the suggested
transformer-coupled interface circuit. The component
values of the RC low-pass filter may be optimized
depending on the desired roll-off frequency.
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Figure 18. Input Circuitry

Figure 19. Converting a Single-Ended Input Signal into a Differential Signal Using an RF-Transformer
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Applications that have a requirement for DC-coupling
a differential amplifier, such as the THS4503, can be
used to drive the ADS5231; this design is shown in All bias currents required for the proper operation of
Figure 20. The THS4503 amplifier easily allows a the ADS5231 are set using an external resistor at
single-ended to differential conversion, which ISET (pin 60), as shown in Figure 21. Using a 56.2kΩ
reduces component cost. resistor on ISET generates an internal reference

current of about 20µA. This current is mirrored
internally to generate the bias current for the internal
blocks. While a 5% resistor tolerance is adequate,
deviating from this resistor value alters and degrades
device performance. For example, using a larger
external resistor at ISET reduces the reference bias
current and thereby scales down the device
operating power.

Figure 20. Using the THS4503 with the ADS5231

In addition, the VOCM pin on the THS4503 can be
directly tied to the common-mode pin (CM) of the
ADS5231 to set up the necessary bias voltage for
the converter inputs. In the circuit example shown in
Figure 20, the THS4503 is configured for unity gain.
If required, a higher gain can easily be achieved as
well by adding small capacitors (such as 10pF) in Figure 21. Internal Reference Circuit
parallel with the feedback resistors to create a
low-pass filter. Since the THS4503 is driving a

As part of the internal reference circuit, the ADS5231capacitive load, small series resistors in the output
provides a common-mode voltage output at pin 52,ensure stable operation. Further details of this and
CM. This common-mode voltage is typically +1.5V.the overall operation of the THS4503 may be found
While this is similar to the common-mode voltagein its product data sheet (available for download at
used internally within the ADC pipeline core, thewww.ti.com). In general, differential amplifiers
CM-pin has an independent buffer amplifier, whichprovide a high-performance driver solution for
can deliver up to ±2mA of current to an externalbaseband applications, and other differential
circuit for proper input signal level shifting andamplifier models may be selected depending on the
biasing. In order to obtain optimum dynamicsystem requirements.
performance, the analog inputs should be biased to
the recommended common-mode voltage (1.5V).
While good performance can be maintained over a

The differential full-scale input range supported by certain CM-range, larger deviations may compromise
the ADS5231 is 2VPP. For a nominal value of VCM device performance and could also negatively affect
(+1.5V), IN and IN can swing from 1V to 2V. The the overload recovery behavior. Using the internal
ADS5231 is especially designed to handle an reference mode requires the INT/EXT pin to be
over-voltage differential peak-to-peak voltage of 4V forced high, as shown in Figure 21.
(2.5V and 0.5V swings on IN and IN). If the input

The ADS5231 requires solid high-frequencycommon-mode voltage is not considerably different
bypassing on both reference pins, REFT and REFB;from VCM during overload (less than 300mV),
see Figure 21. Use ceramic 0.1µF capacitors (sizerecovery from an over-voltage input condition is
0603, or smaller), located as close as possible to theexpected to be within three clock cycles. All of the
pins.amplifiers in the sample-and-hold stage and the ADC

core are especially designed for excellent recovery
from an overload signal.
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maintaining a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This
condition is particularly critical in IF-samplingThe ADS5231 also supports the use of external
applications; for example, where the samplingreference voltages. External reference voltage mode
frequency is lower than the input frequencyinvolves applying an external top reference at REFT (under-sampling). The following equation can be(pin 53) and a bottom reference at REFB (pin 54).
used to calculate the achievable SNR for a givenSetting the ADS5231 for external reference mode
input frequency and clock jitter (tJA in psRMS):also requires taking the INT/EXT pin low. In this

mode, the internal reference buffer is tri-stated. Since
the switching current for the two ADC channels
comes from the externally-forced references, it is

The ADS5231 will enter into a power-down mode ifpossible for the device performance to be slightly
the sampling clock rate drops below a limit oflower than when the internal references are used. It
approximately 2MSPS. If the sampling rate isshould be noted that in external reference mode, VCM increased above this threshold, the ADS5231 willand ISET continue to be generated from the internal
automatically resume normal operation.bandgap voltage, as they are in the internal

reference mode. Therefore, it is important to ensure
that the common-mode voltage of the
externally-forced reference voltages matches to The ADS5231 has an internal PLL that is enabled by
within 50mV of VCM (+1.5VDC). default. The PLL enables a wide range of clock duty

cycles. Good performance is obtained for duty cyclesThe external reference circuit must be designed to
up to 40%–60%, though the ensured electricaldrive the internal reference impedance seen between
specifications presume that the duty cycle is betweenthe REFT and REFB pins. To establish the drive
45%–55%. The PLL automatically limits the minimumrequirements, consider that the external reference
frequency of operation to 20MSPS. For operationcircuit needs to supply an average switching current
below 20MSPS, the PLL can be disabled byof at least 1mA. This dynamic switching current
programming the internal registers through the serialdepends on the actual device sampling rate and the
interface. With the PLL disabled, the clock speed cansignal level. The external reference voltages can
go down to 2MSPS. With the PLL disabled, the clockvary as long as the value of the external top
duty cycle needs to be constrained closer to 50%.reference stays within the range of +1.875V to

+2.0V, and the external bottom reference stays
within +1.0V to +1.125V. Consequently, the full-scale
input range can be set between 1.5VPP and 2VPP The ADS5231 provides two channels with 12 data
(FSR = 2x [REFT – REFB] ). outputs (D11 to D0, with D11 being the MSB and D0

the LSB), data-valid outputs (DVA, DVB, pin 26 and
pin 22, respectively), and individual out-of-range
indicator output pins (OVRA/OVRB, pin 39 and pin 9,The ADS5231 requires a single-ended clock source.
respectively).The clock input, CLK, represents a

CMOS-compatible logic input with an input The output circuitry of the ADS5231 has been
impedance of about 5pF. For high input frequency designed to minimize the noise produced by
sampling, it is recommended to use a clock source transients of the data switching, and in particular its
with very low jitter. A low-jitter clock is essential in coupling to the ADC analog circuitry.
order to preserve the excellent ac performance of the
ADS5231. The converter itself is specified for a low
1.0ps (rms) jitter. Generally, as the input frequency
increases, clock jitter becomes more dominant in
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range. It will change to high if the applied signal
exceeds the full-scale range. It should be noted that

The ADS5231 makes two data output formats each of the OVR outputs is updated along with the
available: the Straight Offset Binary code (SOB) or data output corresponding to the particular sampled
the Binary Two's Complement code (BTC). The analog input voltage. Therefore, the OVR state is
selection of the output coding is controlled by the subject to the same pipeline delay as the digital data
MSBI (pin 41). Because the MSBI pin has an internal (six clock cycles).
pull-down, the ADS5231 will operate with the SOB
code as its default setting. Forcing the MSBI pin high
will enable BTC coding. The two code structures are
identical, with the exception that the MSB is inverted It is recommended that the capacitive loading on the
for BTC format; as shown in Table 1. data output lines be kept as low as possible,

preferably below 15pF. Higher capacitive loading will
cause larger dynamic currents as the digital outputs
are changing. Such high current surges can feed

Digital outputs of the ADS5231 can be set to back to the analog portion of the ADS5231 and
high-impedance (tri-state), exercising the output adversely affect device performance. If necessary,
enable pins, OEA (pin 42), and OEB (pin 6). Internal external buffers or latches close to the converter
pull-downs configure the output in enable mode for output pins may be used to minimize the capacitive
normal operation. Applying a logic high voltage will loading.
disable the outputs. Note that the OE-function is not
designed to be operated dynamically (that is, as a
fast multiplexer) because it may lead to corrupt
conversion results. Refer to the Electrical The ADS5231 has a serial interface that can be used
Characteristics table to observe the specified tri-state to program internal registers. The serial interface is
enable and disable times. disabled if SEL is connected to 0.

When the serial interface is to be enabled, SEL
serves the function of a RESET signal. After the

If the analog input voltage exceeds the full-scale supplies have stabilized, it is necessary to give the
range set by the reference voltages, an over-range device a low-going pulse on SEL. This results in all
condition exists. The ADS5231 incorporates a internal registers resetting to their default value of 0
function that monitors the input voltage and detects (inactive). Without a reset, it is possible that registers
any such out-of-range condition. This operation may be in their non-default state on power-up. This
functions for each of the two channels independently. condition may cause the device to malfunction.
The current state can be read at the over-range
indicator pins (pins 9 and 39). This output is low
when the input voltage is within the defined input

Table 1. Coding Table for Differential Input Configuration and 2VPP Full-Scale Input Range

STRAIGHT OFFSET BINARY (SOB; MSBI = 0) BINARY TWO'S COMPLEMENT (BTC; MSBI = 1)

DIFFERENTIAL INPUT D11............D0 D11............D0

+FS (IN = +2V, IN = +1V) 1111 1111 1111 0111 1111 1111

+1/2 FS 1100 0000 0000 0100 0000 0000

Bipolar Zero (IN = IN = CMV) 1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

–1/2 FS 0100 0000 0000 1100 0000 0000

–FS (IN = +1V, IN = +2V) 0000 0000 0000 1000 0000 0000
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For capacitances on REFT and REFB less than 1µF,
the reference voltages settle to within 1% of their

The ADS5231 has a power-down pin, STPD (pin 45). steady-state values in less than 500µs. Either of the
The internal pull-down is in default mode for the two channels can also be selectively powered-down
device during normal operation. Forcing the STPD through the serial interface when it is enabled.
pin high causes the device to enter into power-down
mode. In power-down mode, the reference and clock The ADS5231 also has an internal circuit that
circuitry as well as all the channels are powered monitors the state of stopped clocks. If ADCLK is
down. Device power consumption drops to less than stopped for longer than 250ns, or if it runs at a speed
90mW. As previously mentioned, the ADS5231 also less than 2MHz, this monitoring circuit generates a
enters into a power-down mode if the clock speed logic signal that puts the device in a partial
drops below 2MSPS (see the Clock Input section). power-down state. As a result, the power

consumption of the device is reduced when CLK is
When STPD is pulled high, the internal buffers stopped. The recovery from such a partial
driving REFT and REFB are tri-stated and the outputs power-down takes approximately 100µs. This
are forced to a voltage roughly equal to half of the constraint is described in Table 2.
voltage on AVDD. Speed of recovery from the
power-down mode depends on the value of the
external capacitance on the REFT and REFB pins.

Table 2. Time Constraints Associated with Device Recovery from Power-Down and Clock Stoppage

DESCRIPTION TYP REMARKS

Recovery from power-down mode (STPD = 1 to STPD = 0). 500µs Capacitors on REFT and REFB less than 1µF.

Recovery from momentary clock stoppage ( < 250ns). 10µs

Recovery from extended clock stoppage ( > 250ns). 100µs
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on the output buffer supply pins, VDRV. In order to
CONSIDERATIONS minimize the lead and trace inductance, the

capacitors should be located as close to the supply
Proper grounding and bypassing, short lead length, pins as possible. Where double-sided component
and the use of ground planes are particularly mounting is allowed, they are best placed directly
important for high-frequency designs. Achieving under the package. In addition, larger bipolar
optimum performance with a fast sampling converter decoupling capacitors (2.2µF to 10µF), effective at
such as the ADS5231 requires careful attention to lower frequencies, may also be used on the main
the printed circuit board (PCB) layout to minimize the supply pins. They can be placed on the PCB in
effects of board parasitics and to optimize proximity (< 0.5") to the ADC.
component placement. A multilayer board usually
ensures best results and allows convenient If the analog inputs to the ADS5231 are driven
component placement. differentially, it is especially important to optimize

towards a highly symmetrical layout. Small trace
The ADS5231 should be treated as an analog length differences may create phase shifts,
component and the supply pins connected to clean compromising a good distortion performance. For
analog supplies. This layout ensures the most this reason, the use of two single op amps rather
consistent performance results, since digital supplies than one dual amplifier enables a more symmetrical
often carry a high level of switching noise, which layout and a better match of parasitic capacitances.
could couple into the converter and degrade device The pin orientation of the ADS5231 quad-flat
performance. As mentioned previously, the output package follows a flow-through design, with the
buffer supply pins (VDRV) should also be connected analog inputs located on one side of the package
to a low-noise supply. Supplies of adjacent digital while the digital outputs are located on the opposite
circuits may carry substantial current transients. The side. This design provides a good physical isolation
supply voltage should be filtered before connecting between the analog and digital connections. While
to the VDRV pin of the converter. All ground pins designing the layout, it is important to keep the
should directly connect to an analog ground. analog signal traces separated from any digital lines

to prevent noise coupling onto the analog portion.Because of its high sampling frequency, the
ADS5231 generates high-frequency current Single-ended clock lines must be short and should
transients and noise (clock feed-through) that are fed not cross any other signal traces.
back into the supply and reference lines. If not
sufficiently bypassed, this feed-through adds noise to Short circuit traces on the digital outputs will
the conversion process. All AVDD pins may be minimize capacitive loading. Trace length should be
bypassed with 0.1µF ceramic chip capacitors (size kept short to the receiving gate (< 2") with only one
0603, or smaller). A similar approach may be used CMOS gate connected to one digital output.
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PACKAGING INFORMATION

Orderable Device Status
(1)

Package Type Package
Drawing

Pins Package
Qty

Eco Plan
(2)

Lead/Ball Finish
(6)

MSL Peak Temp
(3)

Op Temp (°C) Device Marking
(4/5)

Samples

ADS5231IPAG ACTIVE TQFP PAG 64 160 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)

CU NIPDAU Level-4-260C-72 HR -40 to 85 ADS5231IPAG

ADS5231IPAGT ACTIVE TQFP PAG 64 250 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)

CU NIPDAU Level-4-260C-72 HR -40 to 85 ADS5231IPAG

 
(1) The marketing status values are defined as follows:
ACTIVE: Product device recommended for new designs.
LIFEBUY: TI has announced that the device will be discontinued, and a lifetime-buy period is in effect.
NRND: Not recommended for new designs. Device is in production to support existing customers, but TI does not recommend using this part in a new design.
PREVIEW: Device has been announced but is not in production. Samples may or may not be available.
OBSOLETE: TI has discontinued the production of the device.

 
(2) Eco Plan - The planned eco-friendly classification: Pb-Free (RoHS), Pb-Free (RoHS Exempt), or Green (RoHS & no Sb/Br) - please check http://www.ti.com/productcontent for the latest availability
information and additional product content details.
TBD:  The Pb-Free/Green conversion plan has not been defined.
Pb-Free (RoHS): TI's terms "Lead-Free" or "Pb-Free" mean semiconductor products that are compatible with the current RoHS requirements for all 6 substances, including the requirement that
lead not exceed 0.1% by weight in homogeneous materials. Where designed to be soldered at high temperatures, TI Pb-Free products are suitable for use in specified lead-free processes.
Pb-Free (RoHS Exempt): This component has a RoHS exemption for either 1) lead-based flip-chip solder bumps used between the die and package, or 2) lead-based  die adhesive used between
the die and leadframe. The component is otherwise considered Pb-Free (RoHS compatible) as defined above.
Green (RoHS & no Sb/Br): TI defines "Green" to mean Pb-Free (RoHS compatible), and free of Bromine (Br)  and Antimony (Sb) based flame retardants (Br or Sb do not exceed 0.1% by weight
in homogeneous material)

 
(3) MSL, Peak Temp. - The Moisture Sensitivity Level rating according to the JEDEC industry standard classifications, and peak solder temperature.

 
(4) There may be additional marking, which relates to the logo, the lot trace code information, or the environmental category on the device.

 
(5) Multiple Device Markings will be inside parentheses. Only one Device Marking contained in parentheses and separated by a "~" will appear on a device. If a line is indented then it is a continuation
of the previous line and the two combined represent the entire Device Marking for that device.

 
(6) Lead/Ball Finish - Orderable Devices may have multiple material finish options. Finish options are separated by a vertical ruled line. Lead/Ball Finish values may wrap to two lines if the finish
value exceeds the maximum column width.

 
Important Information and Disclaimer:The information provided on this page represents TI's knowledge and belief as of the date that it is provided. TI bases its knowledge and belief on information
provided by third parties, and makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy of such information. Efforts are underway to better integrate information from third parties. TI has taken and
continues to take reasonable steps to provide representative and accurate information but may not have conducted destructive testing or chemical analysis on incoming materials and chemicals.
TI and TI suppliers consider certain information to be proprietary, and thus CAS numbers and other limited information may not be available for release.
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In no event shall TI's liability arising out of such information exceed the total purchase price of the TI part(s) at issue in this document sold by TI to Customer on an annual basis.
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take appropriate actions. Designer agrees that prior to using or distributing any applications that include TI products, Designer will
thoroughly test such applications and the functionality of such TI products as used in such applications.
TI’s provision of technical, application or other design advice, quality characterization, reliability data or other services or information,
including, but not limited to, reference designs and materials relating to evaluation modules, (collectively, “TI Resources”) are intended to
assist designers who are developing applications that incorporate TI products; by downloading, accessing or using TI Resources in any
way, Designer (individually or, if Designer is acting on behalf of a company, Designer’s company) agrees to use any particular TI Resource
solely for this purpose and subject to the terms of this Notice.
TI’s provision of TI Resources does not expand or otherwise alter TI’s applicable published warranties or warranty disclaimers for TI
products, and no additional obligations or liabilities arise from TI providing such TI Resources. TI reserves the right to make corrections,
enhancements, improvements and other changes to its TI Resources. TI has not conducted any testing other than that specifically
described in the published documentation for a particular TI Resource.
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regarding or referencing third-party products or services does not constitute a license to use such products or services, or a warranty or
endorsement thereof. Use of TI Resources may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property of the
third party, or a license from TI under the patents or other intellectual property of TI.
TI RESOURCES ARE PROVIDED “AS IS” AND WITH ALL FAULTS. TI DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER WARRANTIES OR
REPRESENTATIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING RESOURCES OR USE THEREOF, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS, TITLE, ANY EPIDEMIC FAILURE WARRANTY AND ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT OF ANY THIRD PARTY INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS. TI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR AND SHALL NOT DEFEND OR INDEMNIFY DESIGNER AGAINST ANY CLAIM,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY INFRINGEMENT CLAIM THAT RELATES TO OR IS BASED ON ANY COMBINATION OF
PRODUCTS EVEN IF DESCRIBED IN TI RESOURCES OR OTHERWISE. IN NO EVENT SHALL TI BE LIABLE FOR ANY ACTUAL,
DIRECT, SPECIAL, COLLATERAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES IN
CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING OUT OF TI RESOURCES OR USE THEREOF, AND REGARDLESS OF WHETHER TI HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
Unless TI has explicitly designated an individual product as meeting the requirements of a particular industry standard (e.g., ISO/TS 16949
and ISO 26262), TI is not responsible for any failure to meet such industry standard requirements.
Where TI specifically promotes products as facilitating functional safety or as compliant with industry functional safety standards, such
products are intended to help enable customers to design and create their own applications that meet applicable functional safety standards
and requirements. Using products in an application does not by itself establish any safety features in the application. Designers must
ensure compliance with safety-related requirements and standards applicable to their applications. Designer may not use any TI products in
life-critical medical equipment unless authorized officers of the parties have executed a special contract specifically governing such use.
Life-critical medical equipment is medical equipment where failure of such equipment would cause serious bodily injury or death (e.g., life
support, pacemakers, defibrillators, heart pumps, neurostimulators, and implantables). Such equipment includes, without limitation, all
medical devices identified by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration as Class III devices and equivalent classifications outside the U.S.
TI may expressly designate certain products as completing a particular qualification (e.g., Q100, Military Grade, or Enhanced Product).
Designers agree that it has the necessary expertise to select the product with the appropriate qualification designation for their applications
and that proper product selection is at Designers’ own risk. Designers are solely responsible for compliance with all legal and regulatory
requirements in connection with such selection.
Designer will fully indemnify TI and its representatives against any damages, costs, losses, and/or liabilities arising out of Designer’s non-
compliance with the terms and provisions of this Notice.
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